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Chopped Stone Architectural Cut 
Stone 

Flagstone 
Rock Solid Stone offers three basic types of 
building stone:  Chopped Stone (sawn top 
and bottom and chopped into squares and 
rectangles); Flagstone (hand split into 
irregular shapes and installed in a mosaic 
pattern); and Architectural Cut Stone (sawn 
on all sides with a smooth face). 
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Chopped Stone 
Our  full thickness chopped building stone is rectangular in shape, 3”-5” thick, and is saw cut top and 

bottom with a chopped face and ends.  Standard face heights are from 4”–10” but can be as small as 2” or 
as tall as 16”; lengths are random.  It can also be produced as a thin veneer product (1”-2” thick).  
Chopped stone is often referred to as sawn top and bottom, sawn and chopped, or Sonoma cut. 

            White           Nicotine              Cave 
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White Chopped Stone 
Our White chopped building stone is alternatively referred to as Austin Chalk, Salado White, Georgetown 
White, Florence White or Austin Blanco.  The color ranges from bright white to off white with accents  of 
color.  White limestone can be used by itself or mixed with other varieties of our chopped limestone, such 

as Nicotine and Cream. 
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Nicotine Chopped Stone 
Our Nicotine chopped building stone is alternatively referred to as Salado Gold, Yellow, Sienna or Austin 
Blanco with Color.  The color ranges include rusts, browns, grays and gold with white accents.  Nicotine 
limestone can be used by itself or mixed with other varieties of our chopped limestone, such as White 

and Cream. 
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Cream Chopped Stone 
Our Cream chopped stone ranges in color from off white to light and dark cream with rust accents.  

Cream limestone can be used by itself or mixed with other varieties of our chopped limestone, such as 
Nicotine and White. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Cave Chopped Stone 
Our Cave chopped stone ranges in color from dark 

brown to tan to shades of white and cream.  The 
darker pieces in particular have a pocketed, or 

honeycomb, texture that gives cave rock its unique 
look.  Cave rock is also commonly referred to as Cave 

Blend and Cave Mix, since some of the stone that 
comes from the Cave ledge has characteristics of the 
white, cream and nicotine layers that we also quarry.   

Cave can be used alone or combined with other 
colors, such as nicotine or dark cream, to increase the 

ratio of darker to lighter stone. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Rattlesnake Chopped Stone 
Our Rattlesnake stone is chopped on 

all sides into roughly rectangular 
shapes.  This stone's fossilized texture 

and cream-based color provide a 
unique and elegant look and feel.  

Random lengths and heights allow for 
a variety of customized installation 
options.  Rattlesnake can be blended 
with other types of limestone to vary 

overall color and texture. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Flagstone 
Our flagstone builders are irregular shaped, hand split stone that is 3-5” thick when used as wall veneer 
and is installed in a mosaic pattern.  Sizes are random but typically range from the size of a dinner plate 
to a small seat cushion with occasional larger and smaller pieces.  Flagstone builders are also commonly 

known as flag, builders, or Chateau stone. 
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White Flagstone 
Our White flagstone builders provide a timeless look with 
a white to off-white color, random shapes and sizes, and a 
split face texture.  White flagstone is often blended with a 

percentage of our Nicotine flag to provide additional 
contrast. 
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Nicotine Flagstone 
Our Nicotine flagstone builders provide a rustic, “Old World” look with rust, brown and gold colors, 

random shapes and sizes, and a split face texture.  Nicotine flagstone is often blended with a percentage 
of our White flag to provide additional contrast. 
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Architectural Cut Stone 
Our custom cut stone is available in a variety of sizes, shapes and finishes.  Cut stone is typically sawn on six (or 
more) sides and cut to a specific dimension, with either a sawn or machine smooth (honed) finish.  Common cut 

stone applications include wall veneer, flooring, window sills, hearths, mantles, pool coping and wall caps.  A 
variety of edgings are available, such as bullnose, chamfered, chiseled and pillowed edges. 

             Nicotine 

             White              Cream              Other 
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White Cut Stone 
Our White cut stone is regularly 
used for wall cladding, window 

sills, wall caps, mantles, hearths, 
pool coping, steps and exterior 

flooring.  It is custom cut to size 
and thickness and is offered 
with with either a saw cut or 

machine smooth (honed) finish 
and with a variety of edgings. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Cream Cut Stone 
Our Cream cut stone is 
regularly used for wall 

cladding, window sills, wall 
caps, mantles, hearths, pool 
coping, steps and exterior 

flooring.  It is custom cut to size 
and thickness and is offered 
with with either a saw cut or 

machine smooth (honed) finish 
and with a variety of edgings. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Cream  and white mix 

Chopped Stone 

Fossil flooring 
Sawn Cream panels  
with natural face 

Cordova Shell stone 
with quirk miter 

Lueders Wall Cap 

Cordova Shell stone 
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Cut Stone Accents 
Our custom cut stone is available in a variety of sizes, shapes and finishes.  Cut stone is 
typically sawn on six (or more) sides and cut to a specific dimension, with either a sawn 

or machine smooth (honed) finish.  Common cut stone accents include window sills, 
hearths, mantles, pool coping and wall caps.  A variety of edgings are available, such as 

bullnose, chamfered, chiseled and pillowed edges. 
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             Cream 
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Retaining Walls and 
Edging 

Flagstone 
Rock Solid Stone offers many types of stone to enhance your 

outdoor landscape, including: Drystack and Stacking Blocks for 
edging and retaining walls, Flagstone and Sawn Patio for 

outdoor flooring and walkways, and Landscape Boulders  for 
waterfalls and other uses.  We also offer a variety of Cut Stone 

accents, from pool coping to steps, wall caps, fire pits and more. 

Cut Stone Accents 

Other Outdoor Features 

Patios and Walkways 
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Patio Stone 
We offer both flagstone and sawn patio stone.  Flagstone patio is 1”-3” thick and irregular in shape, with a natural, 
hand split face.  It is available in White, Nicotine, Brown and Texas Mix.  Sawn patio is sold in slabs that are 1 ¼” 

or 2 ¼” thick with a saw cut face and is available in White and Cream.   

Cream  and white mix Flagstone Patio Sawn Patio 
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Sawn Patio 
Our Sawn patio slabs are available in White and Cream.  The slabs are typically sawn at 1 ¼” or 2 ¼” thickness and  
when installed is either broken into irregular shapes for a flagstone, or mosaic, pattern or sawn into squares and 
rectangles .  Cream patio slabs can also be custom cut to size for pavers, stepping stones, exterior flooring, pool 

coping or wall caps. 

Cream  and white mix 
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Flagstone Patio 
Our Flagstone patio is 1”-3” thick and irregular in shape, with a natural, hand split face.  It is available in White, 

Nicotine, Brown and Texas Mix.  

Cream  and white mix 
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